DOWN

ACROSS

1.

 roduce of cows, goats, or other
P
animals, used as food by humans (4)

4.

Most important meal of the day (9)

6.

Informal serving of tea (5)

2.

 equest on a tea or coffee order
R
for less caffeine (5)

7.

Abandon or Foiliage (6)

9.

Large cup for drinking hot beverages (3)

3.

 opular beverage named after a
P
British Prime Minister (4,4)

10. Bring water to a hot temperature (4)

5.

A popular beverage (3)

11. S
 timulant found in hot beverages
and soft drinks (8)

8.

 ove in a circular motion or
M
create a commotion (4)

13. Caster, Granulated and Brown (5)
14. Device used to boil water (6)

10. Holder for groceries or shopping (3)

Tea Cross word

Name

Name:

12. Soak for flavour (6)
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Created using the Crossword Maker on TheT

Down

ant meal of the day (9)
ving of Turn
tea (5)around for the answers...
Foiliage (6)...no cheating!
or drinking hot beverages (3)
r to a hot temperature (4)
ound in hot beverages and soft drinks (8)
anulated and Brown (5)
ed to boil water (6)

1. Produce of cows, goats, or other animals, used as fo
2. Request on a tea or coffee order for less caffeine (5
3. Popular beverage named after a British Prime Minis
5. A popular beverage (3)
8. Move in a circular motion or create a commotion (4)
10. Holder for groceries or shopping (3)
12. Soak for flavour (6)

DOWN 1. milk 2. decaf 3. earl grey 5. tea 8. stir 10. bag 12. infuse
ACROSS 4. breakfast 6. cuppa 7. leaves 9. mug 10. boil
11. caffeine 13. sugar 14. kettle

ACROSS

DOWN

2. No longer wild (4)

1. Largest member of the Cat family (5)

5. Animal Doctor (3)

2. Strong liking or flavour (5)

7. Area of land used for cultivating
plants and flowers (6)

3. Pond dwelling amphibian (4)
4. Italian word for Pie (5)

9. Praise enthusiastically (4)

6. Perennial woody plant consisting of roots, trunk,
and branches (4)

11. A sample piece of cloth (6)
12. Emit light (4)

8. Snow transportation using animals (3,4)

13. Opposite of up (4)

10. Father’s Sister (4)

14. Upper Body (5)

11. Long-handled scoop used for digging (6)

15. Unhappy feeling (3)
16. Charged particle (3)

13. Group of two people (3)

18. Lost her sheep in the Nursery rhyme (6,2,4)

17. Horse rider in a race (6)

22. Painful wound caused by
an insect stinger (4)

19. Tall poles carved by Native Americans (5)

23. Wears away (6)

21. Form in clay, wax, etc or mannequin for fashion (5)

25. Angry emotion (3)

24. A secret agent hired by the government (3)

Name:

20. Cooking fat (3)

26. Temperature of
reptiles blood (4)

27. Genetic code (3)
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26. cold
14. torso 15. sad 16. ion 18. little bo peep 22. bite 23. erodes 25. mad

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachers

ACROSS 2. tame 5. vet 7. garden 9. rave 11. swatch 12. glow 13. down

Down

11. shovel 13. duo 17. jockey 19. totem 20. oil 21. model 24. spy 27. dna

(4)
(3)
sed for cultivating plants and flowers (6)
astically (4)
ce of cloth (6)

1. Largest member of the Cat family (5)
2. Strong liking or flavour (5)
3. Pond dwelling amphibian (4)
4. Italian word for Pie (5)
6. Perennial woody plant consisting of roots, trunk, and branch

DOWN 1. tiger 2. taste 3. frog 4. pizza 6. tree 8. dog sled 10. aunt

oss

ACROSS

DOWN

1. L
 abrador, German Shepard and
Collie are all types of... (3)

2. Small swift antelope (7)

3. Large reptile similar to a crocodile (8)
6. Large grey animal with tusks (8)

5. Long nose animal that feeds
on ants and termites (8)

10. Spiky rodent like a large hedgehog (9)

7. Also known as a ‘River Horse’ (12)

11. Small mammal with protective plates (9)

8. Rudolph is the most famous one (8)

12. S
 low moving creature that carries its
home on its back (5)

9. Colour changing reptile (9)

Animals Cross word

Name

4. South American thick furred rodent (8)

14. Nocturnal, African mammal and the
first animal listed in the dictionary (8)

13. Large snapping reptile with big teeth (9)
15. Australian leaping animal (8)

Name:

16. Deer like mammal with horns found
in Africa, Asia and America (8)

16. Seabird with largest wingspan (9)
1

17. Large horned animal (10)

2

18. Large Spotted Cat (7)

3

19. Fastest land animal (7)
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Labrador, German Shepard and Collie are all types of... (3)
Large reptile similar to a crocodile (8)
Large grey animal with tusks (8)
. Spiky rodent like a large hedgehog (9)
. Small mammal with protective plates (9)
. Slow moving creature that carries its home on its back (5)
. Large snapping reptile with big teeth (9)
. Australian leaping animal (8)
. Seabird with largest wingspan (9)
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Down

2. Small swift antelope (7)
4. South American thick furred rodent (8)
5. Long nose animal that feeds on ants and termites (8
7. Also known as a 'River Horse' (12)
8. Rudolph is the most famous one (8)
9. Colour changing reptile (9)
14. Nocturnal, African mammal and the first animal liste
dictionary (8)
16. Deer like mammal with horns found in Africa, Asia

DOWN 11. dog 3. aligator 6. elephant 10. porcupine 11. armadillo
12. snail 13. crocodile 15. kangaroo 16. albatross 17. rhinoceros
18. leopard 19. cheetah ACROSS 2. gazelle 4. capybara 5. anteater
7. hippopotamus 8. reindeer 9. chameleon 14. aardvark
16. antelope

